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It is evident, from the passage appearing right below, that 4,500 years ago 
theologians still regarded the common ladder as the only means for 
ascending to the sky. That is quite understandable if one takes into 
consideration the fact that the gods had not yet been endowed with all the 
“divine” capabilities attributed to them later. As you will realize at that time the 
heavenly gods still had a taste for… haunches. 
 

A ladder has been laid down for him and he will mount 
on it in its identity of “that which mounts to the sky”. 
                                                                                                                (R.O.Faulkner translating) 
                                  (The Pyramid Texts, Utt 568 §1431, Pyramid of Pepi I ~2332-2283)    
 

                           
     Sqr             n =f                mAqt                        iAq  =f   
   set up      for him            ladder                  ascends he 

 
 

                                                         
   Hr        =s           m             rn             =s           n                   
   on        it          in          identity       its         of 
                                                      name 

 
 

                   
     Aqt                 r             pt 
to rise up           to        the sky              
 
 
In the following passage the god is mentioned as owner of the ladder. The 
ladder that the king –a god already- will use to ascend to the sky is the same 
ladder that the god used. 
 

You have given this Pepi  birth like your giving 
birth to the god who owns the ladder, when you gave 
him the god’s ladder, when you gave him Seth’s ladder, 
that he might go up on it to the sky  
                                                                                                             (J. Allen translating.)  
                                        The Pyramid Texts, Utt. 478 §974, Pepi II Pyramid ~2278–2184 BCE) 



 
    

                                         
   msi               n =k        Pepi         pn       mi               ms.ti  =k 
gave birth      you      to Pepi      this      as        gave birth you 

 
 

                                      
        nTr              nb                   mAqt 
to the god        owner         of the ladder 
 
 
The last sentence of the same passage confirms the use of the ladder. 
 

You have given this Pepi  birth like your giving 
birth to the god who owns the ladder, when you gave 
him the god’s ladder, when you gave him Seth’s ladder, 
that he might go up on it to the sky  
                           

                                         
  Rdi      .n=k           n =f                 mAqt               nTr 
 gave     you         to him           ladder             of god 

 
 
 

                                         
 Rdi        .n=k           n =f                 mAqt               stS 
gave       you        to him             ladder        of Seth 

 
 
 

                                       
    pr           Pepi          pn       Hr      =s        ir          pt 
goes up      Pepi        this      on       it       to         sky 
 
 
It seems that only secondary gods were climbing with the ladders and that the 
main god, the Lord of the gods, was thought to have always been in the sky, 
but that is not the case with folklore. In the Coffin Texts we read: 
 



 
 

For Horus, the Lord, when he ascended to the sky angry 
with men. 

                                                    (Spell 398  §150; translated by Faulkner) 
 
Horus was angry with men because the men revolted (with the help of some 
god-hating gods) and forced gods to leave the land. 
 
And there is that passage according to which the god who will refuse to erect 
a ladder, for the Pharaoh Meryre to ascend to the sky, is threatened with 
hunger. 
  

Any god who will not lay down a stairway for this 
Meryre as he emerges and ascends to the sky, he has 
no wafer, he has no fan, he will not wash himself from 
a cup, he will not smell a foreleg, he will not serve 
himself a haunch, nor will the earth be hacked up for 
him, nor will a deposited offering be laid down for him, 
as he emerges and this Meryre ascends to the sky. 
                                                                                                                     (J. Allen translating.)  
                                     The Pyramid Texts, Utt. 539 §1315, Pepi I Pyramid ~2332–2283 BCE) 
 
 

                                                  

 nTr          nb                 tm             (t)f             sqr            n=f 
god      whoever  who will not       he          set up        for him 
 

 
 
 

                              

       rwd                   n        Meryre         pn      
    ladder               for       Meryre       this 
 

 
 
 

                                                 

          pry   =f         rf             Sw    =f         rf            ir        pt 
proceeds he     himself     ascends he  himself    to    the sky 
 
 

 



he will not smell a foreleg, he will not serve himself a 
haunch. 
 
 

                       

   n            sn          =f               xpS 
  not       smells      he           foreleg       
 

 
 
 

                     

   n                 DA         =f               iwa 
 not               eat         he          haunch 
 

 
 Once the gods reached the sky they became heavenly beings and heavens 
became their symbol: 
 

When the sky was separated from the earth, 
When the gods ascended to the sky. 
 

The Pyramid Texts, Utt. 519 §1208, Pyramids of Pepi I, Merenre and Pepi II 2332–2184 BCE) 
 

                                        
   m            wpt                pt           ir          tA 
when    separated        sky        from     earth 
 
 

  

                                                   
    m           prt            rf           nTr            ir          pt 
when    ascended    them    the gods       to      the sky 
                                           

 In the Chinese mythology the separation between gods and men is realized 
by destroying the ladder: 
 

Chuan Hsu observed all that was happening, the 
distress, the violence and the confusion caused by the 
two worlds being too close. He thought and he 
discussed with the wise ones. He saw that easy 
access between the gods and the humans was not 
good for either. 



Chuan Hsu resolved to change this and to break 
the physical links between Heaven and Earth. 
He ordered the two gods Chung and Li to cut 
down the ladder._  

 
The same ladder, the famous Jacob’s ladder, is known from Genesis 28:12 
 

And he dreamed, and behold a ladder set up on 
the earth and the top of it reached to heaven: and 
behold the angels of God ascending and 
descending on it. 

 
For the Australian aborigines the ladder was a tree reaching to the sky, which 
was also cut down. In the Norse mythology it is a bridge that connects earth 
and sky. The god in charge of the bridge was Heimdal. 
The legend of the World Parents (Earth-Sky) and their separation is known 
from the cultures of: 
 
The Pelasgians, the inhabitants of Greek pesinsula before the advent of the 
Greek tribes. 
The Greeks. 
The Romans. 
The Celts. 
The Egyptians. 
The Sumerians. 
The people of India. 
The Chinese. 
The Japanese. 
The African tribes.  
The natives of New Zealand and Polynesia. 
The natives of Micronesia. 
The Indians of northern America. 
The Moseten Indians of Bolivia. 
The Mayas. 
 
It is to be noted that when a theme in the legends is found to be common in 
people who had been separated for 15 thousand years (the time Native 
Americans had been living alone) it serves for dating its conception or 
occurrence and in this case we are dealing with an event: the spreading of the 
news that the gods ascended to the heavens. 
 
There existed no idea of heavenly gods prior to ca. 15,000 years ago. 
The age of the Egyptian priesthood was reported by Plato to have been 9,000 
years at the time of Solon, which makes it (9,000 + 2,600) 11,600 years old 
today. 
According to Herodotus the age of the Egyptian priesthood at his time was 
11,340 years (he was shown 345 statues of Archpriests). Since it is an 
estimate we may use 11,000 years as an average and by adding 2,450 years 



since Herodotus time we get an estimate of 13,450 years for the age of the 
Egyptian priesthood which, in a way, confirms as date of the “conception” of 
the idea of heavenly gods that of 15,000 BCE   
 


